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NYT Insinuates Trump Wants Hillary Assassinated

By Stephen Lendman
Global Research, August 11, 2016

Times anti-Trump propaganda reached a new low with an August 9 article, editorial and
commentary

Its  propaganda  turned  truth  on  its  head,  suggesting  Trump  wants  “gun  rights
supporters…tak(ing) matters into their own hands” by assassinating Clinton if she prevails in
November.

What prompted such outrageous rubbish? At an August 9 North Carolina rally,  he said
“Hillary wants to abolish the Second Amendment…If she gets to pick her judges, nothing
you can do folks.”

Later on Fox News, he called gun owner rights “a strong powerful movement, the Second
Amendment.”

Hillary wants to take your guns away. She wants to leave you unprotected in
your home. This is a tremendous political movement. The NRA, as you know,
endorsed me.

They’re terrific people…They agree 100% with what I said. And there can be no
other interpretation. Even reporters have told me. I mean, give me a break.

In no way did his remarks suggest wanting Hillary assassinated – nothing indicating he
wants her harmed in any way. Led by deplorable NYT reporting, the insinuation blasted
across the media suggested otherwise.

Times editors disgraced themselves headlining “Further Into the Muck With Mr. Trump,”
willfully lying, saying “Americans find themselves asking whether Donald Trump has called
for the assassination of Hillary Clinton.”

Only  easily  manipulated  ones,  carpet-bombed by  Times  and  similar  rot  insinuating  it,
blasting him round-the-clock on cable  television,  waging war  by other  means,  willfully
mischaracterizing everything he says, expressing one-sided support for Hillary.

Times editors ended their anti-Trump rant, calling on “Republicans…to repudiate Mr. Trump
once and for all.”

Journalism Professor  Robert  Jensen  once  called  Times  columnist  Tom Friedman “scary
(featuring)  underinflated  insights,  twisted  metaphors,  second-rate  thinking,  third-rate
writing  (and)  hack  journalis(m).”

On August 9,  he disgracefully bashed Trump, calling him “illegitimate…a threat to the
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nation…the equivalent of a Nazi war criminal,” saying his “ambiguous wink wink to Second
Amendment  people”  is  the  stuff  that  got  former  “Israeli  Prime  Minister  Yitzhak
Rabin…assassinated.”

Jensen should have added he’s paid big bucks to lie, supporting war goddess Hillary while
calling Trump “a disgusting human being…The likes of (him) should never come this way
again.”

The disturbing irony of accusing Trump of wanting Hillary assassinated is unsupported by
anything violent in his background. Whereas her orchestrated Libya and Syria wars, along
with support for all  other US ones since the 1990s slaughtered millions of defenseless
human beings with the same right to life as herself.

Of all presidential aspirants in US history, she’s by far the most despicable, ruthless and
dangerous, crucial to keep from succeeding Obama – politically, not violently.

I’ll repeat what I’ve said before about The Times. All the news it calls fit to print isn’t fit to
read!!

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

His  new book  as  editor  and  contributor  is  titled  “Flashpoint  in  Ukraine:  US  Drive  for
Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html

Visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com.

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News
Hour on the Progressive Radio Network.
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blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com. Listen to cutting-
edge discussions with distinguished guests on the
Progressive Radio News Hour on the Progressive Radio
Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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